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American literature in all of its boldness of feeling and seeking of
truth has always spoken directly to me, involving me wholeheartedly and
shaping my values, as I have searched for my own truths. Within the realm
of American literature, southern writing, particularly, interests me as it
compares the values of a dying race of gentility to the code of conduct of a
new breed of materialistic golddiggers, a conflict I have personally
witnessed and experienced as a southerner. Therefore, in the development
of my thesis, I choose to discuss the novels of William Hoffman, who
presents, in subtle shades, southern characters whose values vary from
those of unswerving gentility, occasionally tinged with religious
fanaticism, to those of money worshippers. As Robert Merritt states in
the April 3, 1988 issue of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, "Hoffman is a
craftsman. With his eye for detail, his simplicity of dialogue and in the
poignant clarity of his messages, he shows us not only a South as it was,
but also a South as it is" (49). Moreover, as a childhood friend of Hoffman's
daughter, I have observed firsthand and appreciated Hoffman, a man who
exemplifies the best of southern values and whose life work reflects a
belief in virture as being more praise-worthy than financial success.
In Hoffman's novels the motivation for the discarding of a virtuous or
genteel life for impressive monetary status frequently involves a man's
desire to please, impress, or own a woman. Therefore, although Hoffman's
protagionists are almost exclusively male, his women are the forces th t
control or drive his men to their destinies, whether these fat

are good or

bad in their final outcome. In some ways, his male protagioni t r
with their tortured, driven spirits, Byronic heroes, but they are Byronic
figures whose destructive obsessions or guilt is always fostered by a
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woman. To imprison the spirit of these protagionists, Hoffman's women
exert their influence through their sexuality and feminity, either by
setting themselves on pedestals, thereby promising that communion with
them would immeasurably enrich a man; or, by presenting themselves as
promiscuous devils, thereby promising that possession of them would
satisfy a man's every desire; or, finally, by making themselves wholly
dependent on a man, thereby promising that building their dream castles,
would permanently crown a man as king.
Of Hoffman's ten novels, six reveal women whose personalities shape
these novels' protagonists. Although The Trumpet Unblown, Yancey's War,
A Death of Dreams, and Furor's Die include female characters, their women
do not influence these novels' protagonists significantly enough to merit
their discussion. Therefore, Days in the Yellow Leaf, A Place for My Head,
The Dark Mountains, A Walk to the River, The Land That Drank the Rain, and
Godfires, all embody women of strength. Their power over men can be
categorized as assertive/aggressive or destructive/dehumanizing. In
contrast to these women of strength, Hoffman also includes a number of
passive females who serve as foils to his manipulators. An analysis of the
aforementioned six novels by William Hoffman reveals Hoffman's talent for
female characterization as well as his revelation of women as the driving
forces in a world of men. Additionally, I will discuss Hoffman's women as
both positive and negative influences and draw conclusions as to their
overall effects on Hoffman's protagonists and their contributions in
shaping the principal themes of his novels.
Although published after The Trumpet Unblown (1955),

ys In the

Yellow Leaf (1958), is the first novel Hoffman wrote, and even at this
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early stage in his writing career, Hoffman surrounds his male protagonists
with intriguing but diverse women. The novel's title is taken from the
following Byronic quote with which Hoffman prefaces his novel and
foreshadows its sad conclusion:
'My days are in the yellow leaf;
The flowers and fruits of love are gone'
(qtd. in Hoffman,� Preface).
When the protagonist loses his wife's "love," his own life force fades
as the "yellow leaf" of a dying flower; however, with the exception of a
few brief interludes of happiness, he has felt his life forces' fading for as
long as he remembers.
Days in the Yellow Leaf explores the struggles of a confused and
disillusioned man, who feels dead and is suitably named Tod Young. "Young
implies his youthful and in some ways immature character while his given
named is German for 'Death"' (Ewell 70). Throughout his life, Tod
desperately seeks a tolerable balance between his love of humanity, to
which his natural sensitivity makes him excessively vulnerable, and love
of the American dream, to which his father, his wife, and his motherin-law overwhelmingly demand his allegiance. As Nathaniel M. Ewell, Ill,
states in his dissertation on Hoffman, "We see Tod with his demanding
father, his demanding wife, his demanding mother-in-law, his demanding
and contemptuous friends! When taken as a whole these circumstanc s
seem to force Tod into his desperate dejection" (70).
On one side of Tod Young's precariously tipped scale t nd th
demanding forces, which include his wife and mother-in-law; th
women surpass even his father's negative influence with their

two
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expectations of Tod. On the opposite side of this scale rests Martha, his
passive, unselfish mother, who loves her fragile son, as well as her
iron-willed husband, for what is good in both of them. Ewell accurately
describes her as "a mediator between Will and Tod... , the force attempting
to keep the two extremes from destroying each other," (93-94). Martha's
name and nature recall the biblical follower of Christ, who tries to meet
the latter's needs by providing him with food and a clean shelter, without
really listening to his words or understanding his thoughts (Luke 10:40).
Unfortunately, Martha serves as an unequal weight when pitted against her
foils, namely Tod's determined wife, Grace, and her mother, Wanda, who is
cast in the same mold as her daughter but of even heavier metal.
Although Grace, Wanda, and Martha are the women who most directly
influence and shape Tod's fate, a cycle of marital despair has been created
and passed down througn generations of Grace's female ancestors. Hoffman
uses the past histories of both her mother and her father to emphasize the
devastation that can occur when a woman marries a man so that he can
make her dreams come true, and when he, after trying in everyway possible
to please her, fails. This series of failed marriages and broken dreams
helps explain the motivation behind Grace's need, at first, to have blind
faith in Tod, and later, to heap all blame on him when her dreams crumble.
After a painful miscarriage, Grace expresses her disillusionment with Tod
and love:
That's how she began to think of him, [rod), like her father. It
seemed to her as if it were a cycle in which she was living
her mother's life all over again (Hoffman Days 243).... [Sh
tells Tod,] My mother and I are just alike. I wouldn't want to
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transmit it to a daughter... We wanted so much. We wanted
what most people take for granted (246)....The baby only
made me see more clearly. It made me see it's all a cycle and
a dirty joke your organs play on you (255).
Thus, Hoffman, in the plot of Days in the Yellow Leaf, acquaints his
reader with Grace's tainted bloodline, which begins with her grandparents'
pre-depression marriage and ends in a puddle of her own blood, spilled by
Tod's misguided mercy-shooting. This bloodline destroys, almost totally,
both of her grandfathers, her father, and her husband. Nevertheless, after
Grace's death, Tod and his father appear to be reconciling their
differences, an indication that despite Tod's being in his "Days...
in the
Yellow Leaf," he may yet build a meaningful life.
Hoffman's third novel, A Place for My Head (1960), closes with its
protagionist, Angus McCloud's facing an even bleaker future than Tod's. In
fact, this novel concludes without any signs of possible regeneration for
Angus, being Hoffman's only novel to date that ends with its protagionist
in an irremediable state of abject despair. The title, A Place for My Head,
symbolizes Angus' desire for a comforting refuge: he craves a place where
he, an unattractive, lonely, middle-aged man, can lay down his insecurities
and find a purpose for his existence. This title with its implied theme
recalls the following lines of Byron that describe his poetic hero's
longings for inner peace:
He pored upon the leaves, and on the flowers,
And heard a voice in all the winds; and then
He thought of wood-nymphs and immortal bowers,
And how the goddesses came down to men;
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He missed the pathway, he forgot the hours,
And when he looked upon his watch again,
He found how much old time had been a winner -

Sometimes he turned to gaze upon his book,
Boscan, or Garcilasso; - By the wind
Even as the page is rustled while we look,
So by the poesy of his own mind
Over the mystic leaf his soul was shook, ...

Thus would he while his lonely hours away
Dissatisfied, nor knowing what he wanted;
Nor glowing reverie, nor poets lay,
Could yield his spirit that for which it panted,
A bosom whereon he his head might lay,
And hear the heart beat with the love it granted
With - several other things, which I forget,
Or which, at least, I need not mention yet
("Don Juan": 745-768 174-75).
Angus's search for a "goddess" unto whom he "could yield hs spirit"
and who would provide a "bosom whereon he his head might lay" leads him
to Caroline Gainer, his idealization of the perfect woman. His inability to
obtain possession of her carries him to crushing humiliation and
hopelessness. As in Days in the Yellow Leaf, Hoffman foreshadows the
devastating effect of a failed love relationship by prefacing Angus's story
with another Byronic quote, one which echoes Byron's own opinion of the
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futility of life's experiences:
Could I remount the river of my years
To the first fountain of our smiles and tears,
I would not trace again the stream of hours
Between their outworn banks of wither'd flowers,
But bid it flow as now - until it glides
Into the number of the nameless tides
(qtd.in Hoffman, A Place Preface).
The Byronic "wither'd flowers" symbolize Angus's faded hopes and
dreams, which had centered and then collapsed around Caroline Gainer.
Angus, decides as does George Gordon, Lord Byron, that life without a
women he desires is pointless (Byron "On This Day" 487). However, unlike
Tod of�. Angus does not plan his suicide, but "Bid[s his life] flow...
until it glides/into the ...nameless tides;" Angus does not have enough
motivation left for even a negative action.
Hoffman's inclusion of Lord Byron's poetic lines and themes in Days in
the Yellow Leaf and A Place for My Head hints that their protagionists, Tod
and Angus, respectively, may, in some ways, be shadows of the Byronic
hero. The Norton Anthology of English Literature defines this hero type as
follows:
an alien, mysterious, and gloomy spirit, in all his passions and
powers immensely greater than the common run of mankind,
whom he regards with contempt as a lesser breed of being
than himself. He harbors an inner demon, a torturing memory
of an enormous though nameless guilt, which drives him
restlessly toward an inevitable doom. He lives according to a
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simple and rigid code of his own. To the one he truly, though
fatally, loves, he is faithful to death, and he will not betray a
trust. He is absolutely self-reliant... , and he exerts on men
and women alike an attraction which is the more irresistible
because it involves terror at his obliviousness to ordinary
human concerns and values
(Abrams 854).
As already shown, Tod of Days is an "alien," and "gloomy spirit," who
does regard his father and wife as a "lesser breed of being than himself"
because of their worship of the conventional American dream. Morever, he
definitely "harbors an inner demon, ...of...nameless guilt." For all the
suffering in the world, including every living being, from the animals his
father has insisted he hunt, to the enemy soldiers his country has
commanded he kill. As with the typical Byronic hero, this guilt drives "him
to his doom" in the shape of Grace, a woman so pathetic that he believes
his condescending to love her will surely compensate for any suffering he
has ever caused. Of course, his relationship with her leads only to greater
suffering, when he "fatally loves" her "to death" by shooting her to end her
pain for which he and she blame him. In contrast to the Byronic hero, Tod
does not possess, for any length of time, the traits of self-reliance and
popularity; he is generally considered an outcast who depends on others to
give substance to his life. Someone such as Martha or Grace always comes
to his rescue, and their not allowing him to solve his own problems
perpetuates his immaturity and thereby ruins him.
In comparison to Tod, Angus of A Place for My Head has fewer traits
of the Byronic hero; nevertheless, he does possess his alien and gloomy
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nature and believes even more than Tod that he is superior to those around
him. Angus bases his feelings of superiority on his social standing
established by McCloud ancestors whose name his hometown bears, but he
senses that he is an empty, worthless soul inside the shell of an old family
name. Thus, guilt springing from his lack of any real worth drives him to
his doom because he reaches for an image to validate his worth instead of
someone to lessen his loneliness. Lacking the same Byronic traits of
irrisistibility as Tod, Angus, also, is too unattractive and ineffective to
win the prize he wants: Caroline Gainer.
Caroline is not as complex or intentionally destructive as Grace; she
is more a natural controller of men around her, using her gut instincts
instead of her brains. Yet, she, more than any other external factor in
Angus' life, destroys him, first, by using him to make her husband jealous
and, then, by casting him aside when her purpose has been fulfilled. In
addition to Caroline Gainer, who "gains" or wins men as her last name
suggests, there are two other female characters, who in their
undesirability are foils for the alluring Caroline but who still significantly
affect Angus's self-esteem. Laura Lee is his acceptable date for social
occasions, but she is seemingly as dead inside as Angus, while Louise, the
town librarian, is the only woman who physically wants Angus, but she is
too lower class and frumpy to help establish Angus's desired social image.
Eventually, both Larua Lee and Louise reject Angus because they feel
he is too blind to see his way through a relationship or to see them as more
than unworthy extensions of himself. Although he deserves this rejection
for not recognizing their personal value, their abandonment of him, coupled
with Caroline's, shrivels him to nothing. Ewell explains the ultimate
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damage of Angus's fixation with Caroline:
When Angus thinks to himself that there is nothing to be lost
by hoping, he is, unfortunately wrong, for there is quite a lot
to be lost in striving for what cannot be attained. In other
words, Angus' goals are too lofty, his dreams too spectacular.
All that a pursuit of such illusions will do is delay the
process of defeat and make it even more painful (130).
In other words, Angus should have chosen a goal within his grasp, such as
building his law practice and, consequently, his self-esteem, instead of
striving to win a vain, voluptuous sex symbol as a trophy affirming his
manhood.
Contrasting with� and A Place, Hoffman's fourth novel The Dark
Mountains (1963) includes several female characters whose effects on its
dual protagonists are more positive than negative. One of these
protagonists is James MacGlaughlin, the third-generation owner of a coal
mining operation, who will not submit to any forces other than God or
death. Sharing the main role with him is Paul Crittenden, James's
grandson's city-slick college buddy, who decides to tackle coal mining
rather than join his father's floundering bank business.
James expects to crush Paul with impossible demands; however, along
with his determined daughter Sarah and his gentle grandaughter Faith, he
forges him into a business tool as strong as he is but more practical.
Eventually, James carries his forcefulness too far when he fights
unionized labor, defying not only local authority but also the U.S.
government itself, and it is Paul who saves James from himself and
restores order to the family. In addition to Paul and James, The Dark

I
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Mountain focuses occasionally on William St. George, James's son-in-law,
and his grandson Jamie. Shaping all four of these men are Sarah and Faith
St. George; Sarah has a positive effect on her father and son-in-law but a
negative effect on her own son and husband, while Faith has a positive
effect on everyone. Other females with influential roles include Jamie's
wife Flora, who is strong and determined like Sarah, but raises James'
self-esteem instead of lowering it and William St. George's mother, who
belittles William's father and convinces William that he is superior to
labor.
Comparing the roles of each of the women in The Dark Mountain,
Sarah's impact is the greatest. Hoffman introduces her in his novel as a
young teenage girl seen from the eyes of her future husband, and, even at
this tender age, Sarah's strong, aggressive nature is evident; William's
first impression should have told him that her respect could only be won by
actions, not charm:
A stout, healthy girl, she handled the axe as expertly as any
man. Her arms were tanned and her long brown hair was fixed
in a knot at the back of her neck. She had the same square-cut
features of her father. . . Good peasant stock. . . She had a
narrow, supple waist. Instead of inviting him into the
kitchen, she shot him a warning glance
(Hoffman, Mountains 19).
Unfortunately, William's refined manners and beautiful appearance
turn Sarah's head. She falls deeply in love and a disastrous match is made.
William fails in all business ventures as well as marital fidelity, and
Sarah grows to see him as a weakling and a coward, afraid of all
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challenges. Increasingly, she turns her support away from him and back to
. her father. Enjoying blaming the MacGlaughlins for his personal failures,
William resigns himself to jealousy, bitterness, and alcohol, while Sarah
rears their children and worships her father. William's mother had already
set William the example of blaming others, specifically mountain
dwellers, for one's discontentment by repeatedly telling him of how she
has been abused:
She had been the daughter of a lawyer living in Gloucester.
She had married without realizing what she was coming to.
She had never forgiven her husband for bringing her...to
hostile, secretive families who sat behind their cabin doors
and cackled among themselves about the crazy ways of the
St. Georges
(Hoffman Mountains 17).
Thus, William has grown up ashamed of being a St.George and a
mountaineer, and, if Sarah's disdain for his breeding and her dating a local
laborer had not pricked his vanity, he would have never considered
marrying her.
The products of this marriage, Jamie and Faith, suffer as much as
their parents from the latter's ultimate mutual disrespect. Sarah tries to
literally beat any cowardice or decadence from Jamie, inspecting him daily
for resemblance to his father's image; while Faith disintegrates under her
mother's overprotection from any suave men, who might hurt Faith as she
herself was hurt by Faith's father. Sarah's paranoid guarding of Faith
eventually leads to Faith's elopement, but this does not stop Sarah; she
hires men to track the newlyweds down and thrash the new husband until
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he agrees to disappear.
Ironically, Faith's own personal pain and her observance of her father
and brother's dehumanization at the hands of her mother do not embitter
her; from her proximity to pain, she develops a depth of compassion for her
fellow creatures, both man and beast, that heals those around her. Her
unselfish love sustains her father, draws tenderness from Jamie and her
grandfather, and, in time, wins the heart of Paul and completes his life.
Ewell aptly explains Faith's influence on Paul:
Because of Faith's sensitive nature she is aware of Paul's
feelings about their relationship. She tells him, 'I love you.
I'm going to make you love me' hoping that she can meet the
requirements necessary to have a successful marriage. She is
still naive enough to think that one can be made to love one
another; yet this, too, Paul understands (167).
Faith, as her name suggests, has the faith or steadfastness to stand by
those she loves, and her faith is rewarded, because, in time, Paul returns
her love. However, Faith does not believe in supporting her domineering
mother or offering her love since she "doesn't deserve it" and has "no
understanding or capacity for it" (Hoffman Mountains 146). Faith tries to
shield her father and brother from her mother's harshness, but she is less
effective in these endeavors; her father's self-pity has doomed him to
misery and, although Faith's presence comforts him, it does not heal him;
moreover, Jamie insists on fighting his own battles and treats Faith as a
child, not an equal.
Nevertheless, Jamie does encounter one female, Flora, who is as
strong as he is and knows how to give him self-confidence. She dangles
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herself before him, promising satisfaction if he will give up his wanton
behavior and commit himself to her. When he can resist her no longer and
submits to marriage, he finds that her devotion to him and delight in him
make him feel like a king, erasing any maternally fostered doubts in his
manhood.
Appropriately, these generally strong, supportive women are not
mated to Byronic heroes because their men have no hidden shame haunting
them. With the exception of William St. George, the other key male figures
are men of realism, facing whatever confronts them with open arms, while
poor William feels no remorse; he is too busy blaming others for his
uselessness.
Although the Byronic hero motif disappears in The Dark Mountains. it
resurfaces in Hoffman's sixth novel A Walk to the River (1970). Both dual
protagonists in A Walk are secretive men tortured by a tragic past which
is leading them closer and closer to a dangerous present. However, in
order to overcome the dilemmas currently facing them, they cannot hide
from their pasts but must accept them as aspects of their humanity,
letting bygone mistakes unite them with mankind instead of isolating them
from others. As usual, Hoffman's women play a large role in both
protagonist's lives: the latter's past guilts stem from their misuse of a
woman they have loved, while their present situations require them to
decide whether chivalry is worth compromising their own apparent
integrity. Ironically, their final decision to lie to save a woman's
reputation results in their reaching "a higher degree of manhood," as Paul
Crittenden of Mountains describes a level of maturity that goes beyond
mere right and wrong, to what is best in a situation (Hoffman Mountains
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194).
A Walk to the River explores the lives of a local minister, Paul Elgin,
accused of rape, and the chairman of the church board of officers, Jackson
LeJohn, assigned to determine Paul's guilt or innocence. The significant
women in Paul's past include a nineteen year old girl whom he had loved
and watched die because of his drunken driving and a fifteen year old slut
named Rosy Mice, whom he had pitied and treated respectfully because no
one else ever did. Rosy Mice, also becomes the most important woman in
Paul's present life when under her disguised married name, Mrs. Caroline
Van Meisen Gaines, she is discovered by her husband, seemingly defending
herself from Paul's sexual advances. The truth, however, is that Caroline
has feared Paul's revealing her life as Rosy Mice so much that she has
offered herself bodily to the minister. Supporting Caroline's lies are bite
marks on her neck where Paul has temporarily succombed to passion before
tearing himself away. Of course, Caroline cries rape to protect her image
and her marriage, while Paul tries to save both Caroline and himself from
public shame.
Paul is also currently married, but his wife Helen, a passive,
unattractive Christian woman plays such a minor role in Paul's life that
she seems more a public symbol of his conversion than a real part of his
life. Yet, Helen does serve as a foil to Caroline Gaines: her stocky build
and stoic demeanor contrast sharply with Caroline's graceful beauty and
seductive charm, while her faith in her husband and open honesty
emphasize the depth of Caroline's fear of Paul and her calculated lies
designed to ruin him.
Believing Caroline's accusations initially, is Jackson LeJohn, who
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would like to punish Paul for wronging a woman to assauge his own guilt
for mistreating his now deceased wife Kitt. Just as Paul has memories of
a dead lover to torture him, Kitt is the woman from Jackson's past that has
most significantly affected him and whose face still seems to be blaming
him for their violent fights shortly before her death. He sees her in his
mind, in the air, and in the features of their son lnjun. Jackson describes
the taunting ugliness of their last days together and how his feelings for
her have been transferred to lnjun, in the following poignant passages:
Then Kitt and I started arguing. I didn't understand she
was sick, and she didn't understand it either. I had the LeJohn
stubbornness and wouldn't give in. We drank too much, and to
my shame I hit her one evening and knocked her against the
wall.
We stopped coming to the cabin [by the river]. We could
fight just as well at home. We didn't speak unless it was to
gut-rip each other - as if words were knives. It was the
worst part of my life because I loved her, and when I found
she was eaten up, I wanted to die too... (Hoffman A Walk 82).
[Years later, Jackson decides to try to begin a positive
relationship with lnjun by hiring lnjun to work in his store,
but when lnjun becomes impatient with a customer, Jackson's
lack of control is again evident as he says]: He [lnjun] stood
waiting, and for a moment Kitt was looking out of his hazel
eyes - her face pert and accusing... I wanted to put my hand
over lnjun's eyes (135).
I grabbed lnjun by his skinny arm. With my other hand I
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unbuckled my belt. lnjun waited passively. I raised the belt.
He shut his eyes and tensed for the blow.
He was fragile in my grip, like a little bird, and he was
so reconciled to my hitting him that I slowly lowered the belt.
Those hazel eyes opened. It would be like hitting Kitt. I let go
of him...
Amazed that I hadn't whipped him, he stood in the aisle
and looked after me. I sat at my desk with my back to him.
could have called him into the office, and perhaps it would
have been the start of a relationship.
But I did not call. A relationship meant exposing oneself,
even to a son, and as I'd learned, exposure meant pain
(139-140).
Hence, as these passages imply, Jackson must stop blaming himself
for his past before he can be truly alive again and build positive
relationships. Because of Jackson's delving into Caroline Gaines's case
thereby discovering the universality of human fraility together with his
simultaneous courtship of Val, a lively, realistic, young teacher, Jackson
finally accepts that he is human. Consequently, he forgives himself along
with the rest of the world for not being perfect. Val suggests to Jackson
what Hoffman suggests throughout A Walk: "that it is the nature of men to
be ambivalent, that he is neither entirely a scoundrel nor wholly virtuous"
(Ewell 209). Val also helps Jackson relax about life in general and stop
taking himself so seriously that he cannot enjoy daily occurrences. She
accomplishes this feat, unintentionally by being the object of several
episodes of Jackson's unproductive yet hilarious seduction attempts,
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which, when considered as a whole, help Jackson realize that he is not
ready to go forward yet. Critic William L. Frank explains the importance of
these amusing scenes: "there is Hoffman's mastery of the comic element,
that which separates man from the other animals to let us, as Burns said,
'see ourselves as others see us,' and at least to smile if not to laugh at the
results" (10). Thus, Val, who good-naturedly accepts Jackson's fumbling
attempts at re-entering life, succeeds in helping him face the reality of
life; that there will be highs and lows, gains and losses.
Nevertheless, when Paul and Jackson decide to protect Caroline
Gaines by not revealing her origins and allowing her to keep the status she
has striven to gain, all three of them gain more than they lose. Caroline
maintains her dignity and gains faith in mankind because of the generosity
of Paul's sacrifice and the depth of Jackson's understanding. Paul and
Jackson gain self-respect for having placed someone, and, in this case,
someone of the same gender they had hurt in their pasts, above their own
personal integrity. This sacrifice allows them to compensate for damage
that happened too long ago to be repaired.
As Hoffman's title suggests, A Walk To the River is a story of rebirth,
and it is only natural for women to have begun the birthing process. Ewell
concludes:
The Walk to the River is symbolic of a cleansing process and
of baptism. Thus, the river is representative of a new life. It
is Elgin's walk by the river that precipitates his sin with
Caroline and leads to his symbolic sacrifice. For Jackson, the
river brings back memories of his wife. But more importantly
the river is the place where he finally takes his son and is,
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indeed, aware of a change in his life. LeJohn is no longer
spiritually dead. In fact, both he and Paul Elgin have
encountered their dilemmas and prevailed (217-218).
Therefore, as can be inferred from Ewell's analysis, Hoffman again uses
women as the key motivating factors in his male protagionist's
development, and, in A Walk, even more than in Mountains, the female
influence, although not always admirably intentioned, nonetheless has a
positive effect on their male counterparts.
Hoffman continues his fascinating, protrayal of strong, women in his
eighth novel, The Land that Drank the Rain (1982). Here he tells the story
of a man who has embraced silence, isolation, and hardship in order to
escape his wife and their deviant relationship and to purge himself of their
shameful past and a shameful world, symbolized by California, the state
which he has fled. This protagionist has characteristics of both a Byronic
hero and a Christ-figure. While Paul Elgin of A Walk figuratively
sacrifices himself, Claytor Carson, literally, in The Land sacrifices his
blood to save another human being: a Christ-like gesture. However, this
time of sacrifice occurs for both Paul and Claytor only after long periods
of struggle.
It is during this period of struggling and indecision that Claytor, like
Paul, resembles a Byronic hero. Claytor, who arrives in an eastern
mountain town and proceeds to burn his pink Cadillac along with all his
other materialistic trappings, is indeed "an alien, mysterious, and gloomy
spirit" in the eyes of the poverty stricken mountaineers (Abrams 854).
Nevertheless, there is a purpose in Claytor's seeming madness; Frank
explains why Claytor needs to destroy all he can of his past:
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Initially the novel focuses on the attempt of its symbolically
named protagionist, Claytor Carson, to rid himself of the sin,
degradation and shame that had characterized his
materialistic life in California. In an obviously symbolic
journey to the east, Clay seeks salvation in an abandoned coal
field in the mountains of Kentucky, where, in contact and
conflict with a stream of minor characters, Clay undergoes
the modern equivalent of the trials of Job (5).
Clay's life in California is the Byronic "inner demon" or "torturing memory
of an enormous... guilt" that he harbors, but unlike the typical Byronic
hero, his shame drives him not to his doom but to a rebirth similar to the
one Paul of A Walk experiences after sacrificing his integrity to preserve
Caroline's.
When Clay reaches his mountain destination, he tries to live as
frugally and independently as possible; he avoids all use of words, money,
and human assistance unless he is unable to survive without it. Thus, he
more than any other Hoffman protagonist embodies the Byronic trait of
self-reliance, living "according to a simple and rigid code of his own"
(Abrams 854). This code insists that everything be done with his own
hands in order to cleanse them of past sexual deviations: instead of
donning silk stockings and lacy garter belts, he clears his land; instead of
pouring liquor down his throat, he plants, picks, and prepares his own
vegetables; and, most importantly, instead of parading in slinky negligees
for his wife's amusement and raping another man, he renews a land raped
by coal miners and fights with his own two hands to free a male prostitute
named Vestil Skank.
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What pushes Claytor to being a transvestite and a rapist is his wife's
Bea's dehumanizing control; yet, it is Claytor's remembrance of her
sadistic control and his newly won freedom from her wiles that inspire
him to risk his life to free Vestil from the mountain town's madame, Lily
Lena. One other woman that plays a similar, although much smaller, role to
Bea and Lily is Vestil's mother, Renna Skank, who serviced her high school
football team's twenty-eight members and passed that shame onto her
illegimate son. Altogether, the combined impact of Bea, Lily, and Renna
illustrates that once again Hoffman's female characters manipulate and
shape his protagionist.
Although each of the above women attempts to dehumanize Claytor as
well as other men, when studied individually, their specialties differ. Bea,
with her unfailing ability to sexually arouse and then satisfy Claytor,
convinces him that nothing other than her erotic games can fulfill his
emotional and physical needs. She slowly wears away his resistence to
sexual deviation until he feels addicted to her power. A dream Claytor
experiences shortly after his retreat to the mountains reveals the strength
of Bea's appeal; while he has consciously rejected her control, she still can
overpower him subconsciously:
Weary as he was at night, Bea slipped in. He lay naked
and bound on her silken bed. She approached wearing a fluted
pink negligee, which had black ruffles around the neck and
hem. Her light brown hair was brushed straight back and tied
by a black ribbon. She floated onto the bed and settled over
him like drifting gauze.
He woke soiled. In darkness he stumbled to the stream.
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He kicked off his undershorts, stepped into the flow, and
slapped water against himself. Wind blew, and he shivered.
He shrank himself in the stream (Hoffman The Land 70-71 ).
This one passage shows not only Claytor's weakness for Bea's sexuality but
also the extent of Claytor's determination to cleanse himself, to be reborn.
Lily and Renna reinforce his determination to be pure in body, mind,
and spirit by further repulsing him with their uses and abuses of sexuality.
When Claytor first arrives in the coal mining town, he has to stay in its
only hotel until he can collect his provisions for mountain life. Lily, the
proprietor of this hotel, makes her living not by boarders but by customers
solicited for her prostitutes. If the business is slow, her able
assistant-pimp Coon convinces unsuspecting passerbys of their need,
persuading them at knife point. Thus, Coon's muscle power, generated by
money and meanness, is Lily's special brand of control. However, her
eventual abuse of Vestil Skanks will inspire Claytor to resist her power as
he has Bea's.
Finally, Claytor meets Renna, Vestil's mother, and is so repulsed by
her use of her body to gain money and attention and by her disregard for her
son, that he begins to pity Vestil. The town judge describes Renna's
earlier appeal during her teenage years as "an invitation to the perverse"
and says that her lying "unresisting" on the bus with the twenty-eight
football players had taught her "some dark knowledge" that "she possessed
a power... [that] made her stronger than any act a mere man could do to
her" (75). In other words, her power is her ability to separate her soul
from her body so that it does not upset her to be used as long as she can
use the user in return. Because, Claytor is trying to purify and unite his
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body and soul, Renna's base animalism reminds him that he does not ever
want to be ruled only by his passions again. Thus, Renna, as well as Bea
and Lily in their wickedness, serve Claytor as vivid examples of what not
to be and of forces that should be repelled.
In contrast to these soiled women of The Land stands Rhea Farr, the
beautiful but fanatically righteous life-long love of Hoffman's protagionist
Billy Payne in Godfires (1985). As this novel, Hoffman's ninth, opens,
Rhea's gorgeous, successful husband Vin Farr has been killed by an
unidentifiable cause. Billy Payne, the town's unsuccessful, and usually
drunk town prosecutor, has the duty of investigating Vin's death, and he
hopes to handle the case so professionally that he wins both his town's
respect and Rhea's heart. Of all Hoffman's female characters, Rhea's
control over a protagionist is the most absolute. In time she controls
Billy's mind, soul, and body, and ironically the final results of her
aggressive nature are positive, forming Billy into the strong man he has
always wanted to be.
When Billy discovers that Rhea has fatally electrocuted her husband
while trying to force him to confess his sins to God, Rhea imprisons Billy
in a shack. She wants to cleanse his body of alcohol and to teach him to
serve God; she also wants to insure that Bily does not tell the authorities
of her murder, not because she is ashamed but because they would not
believe the purity of her motives. She explains to Billy about Vin,
expecting his understanding:
I felt happy for him. He'd accepted God and Christ and
been received into fellowship and love by the Father. I'd saved
him ...
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I did the best I could for him...I gave him the greatest
gift of all. Only out of love was I able to do it for him
(Hoffman Godfires 381 ).
Of course, Billy realizes that Rhea's religious fanaticism has gone too
far and that Vin had only confessed his sins hoping to end her torture of
him. Consequently, Billy does not try to resist Rhea's imprisonment of him
until he thinks he can reason with her, and, after all, her aggressive nature
has given her power. When first imprisoned, Billy learns who is in control:
I see the master walk from among bulrushes and marsh
elder, the step soft, yet long and sure. The military figure is
erect and wears a camouflaged hat..., a khaki work-shirt... ,
and...tan brush pants.
On the side of the master's belt is a revolver, a Smith &
Wesson .38 police special... On the left the master wears a
sheath knife....
The master draws the revolver before fitting a key into
the second padlock and freeing me from the milestone.
I am still a dog on a leash. By this time I understand the
rules of my captivity (Hoffman Godfires 3).
Yet, through this ordeal, Billy's body is cleansed of alcohol, his
strength is developed by exercise, and his soul is renewed by religion.
Thus, Rhea's efforts to mold her captive do not harm Billy; they help him.
He says, "I've come to admire men's search for God. It's noble and heroic,
and to be contemptuous of religion is to be contemptuous of all that's best
in man's history and achievement" (Hoffman Godfires 339). Unfortunately,
Rhea does not trust Billy to stay pure without her control and plans to keep
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him as a permanent hostage on her estate. Billy knows that the only way
they can have a good relationship is if they come freely to each other, but,
when he tries to force his freedom, he accidentally shoots Rhea. In his
struggle to save her, he learns that love is the highest aspect of life as
well as all that really matters; hence, when Rhea dies of the bullet wound,
Billy goes forward, sustained by the love he and Rhea have shared. He
refuses to tell the authorities of Rhea's crime and goes home to share his
new found love with his father, that he had heretofore only antagonized.
Rhea's foil in Godfires is a ginger-colored prostitute who gives Vin
the lewd sex that Rhea considers sacriligious and degrading. When Rhea
refuses to play sexual games in front of her mother's portrait and her
prayer bench, Vin insults her by bedding the most perverse woman he can
find: Kitten. Ironically, Kitten is as aggressive as Rhea, but she seeks to
degrade men, not uplift them. Billy learns just how low Vin had sunk while
questioning Kitten about Vin's relationship with her and his death:
'Treats is my beat,' she said, and she reached to her
pocketbook, peered into it like an oriental cat, and teasingly
brought out a little whip, two pieces that could be screwed
together, both decorated with red-and-white peppermint
stripes, the thong white silken strands.
'Men do what Kitten say, little boys best obey... Got to
be had when they bad,' she said. 'Oh, the tunes they sing for the
strokes I bring' (Hoffman Godfires 328).
Hearing Kitten's sadistic rhymes and experiencing her brand of
pleasure make Billy respect Rhea even more for refusing Vin's efforts to
bring her down to his base level. When Rhea admits to Billy that she knew
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of Kitten, she explains her inner strength inherited from her mother that
has enabled her to endure this insult to her femininity. As a child Rhea had
discovered her father with a black lover and tells Billy, "I thought I was
going to cry my life out," but my mother soothed me, saying:
We are the Dillion women, you and I, my mother, and hers, and
we are very strong. It used to be told in Yancey County that
the Dillon women would put their hands through fire for their
families. That's what we have in us, little Rhea, you and I,
that strength of the Dillons (Hoffman Godfires 356-7).
Thus Rhea's Dillon strength sustains her through a painful marriage
and will not allow her to leave Vin. Whether or not he deserves it, she
feels that she must save his immortal soul, even if it means his death. It
is Rhea's sharing of this spirit that enables Billy to survive Rhea's death
and reconcile with his own father.
From Days in the Yellow Leaf to Godfires. Hoffman seems to be
praising the will to overcome difficult obstacles. After looking at
Hoffman's women throughout his novels, it is evident that Hoffman
believes that women are one of the most important influences on a man's
life. Furthermore, Hoffman reveals that a woman's denial or a woman's
gift of love can change a man's life forever. If Hoffman's protagionists are
denied or abused because of love, their life forces are stifled, but if they
are watered with love, their spirits, however wounded, heal and grow.
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II
Women: The Destructive/Dehumanizing Type
Having established the significance in Hoffman's novels of his female
characters' relationships to his protagonists, a comparison of those women
with similar traits offers even more insights into the complexity and
nature of Hoffman's female characterization. The women of Hoffman's
novels that exert the greatest negative influence on his male
protagionists, as well as other men around them, can be described as
destructive or dehumanizing. Although these women at the onset of their
relationships with protagonists may appear to care for these men, their
long term impact is devasting. Their methods of undermining a man's
public status and self-esteem differ, but their end results are the same:
the protagonists they touch become ashamed of the persons they are and
disillusioned with the value of life itself. Only if and when Hoffman's
protagonists are able to reject their negative influence, do these males
mature emotionally.
From the six novels considered herein, the following female
characters can be categorized as destructive/dehumanizing:
Wanda Sands and Grace Sands Young, of Days in the Yellow
.!,gfil;
Caroline Gainer of A Place for My Head;
Mrs. St. George of The Dark Mountains:
Bea Carson, Lily, Lena, and Renna Skanks of The Land that
Drank the Rain; and lastly
Kitten of Godfires.
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Although their social position, monetary status, and personal desires vary
drastically, they all depend on getting satisfaction from life by using and
manipulating men.
Wanda and Grace of� are two of the most determined and
self-seeking manipulators developed by Hoffman. They both crave the
American dream of a white-collar husband, a home pictured in House
Beautiful. and memberships in exclusive clubs. To obtain this facade of
happiness, they select spouses who have enjoyed this lifestyle, expecting
their husbands to provide luxuries for them. Ironically, their husbands
choose these women for wives because they come from other walks of life
and are seemingly less materialistic than their own parents, whose upper
class lifestyles appear superficial.
Ewell states that a prevailing theme of� is "a realization of lost
ideals and youthful aspirations" (60). Nowhere is this theme more
pronounced than in Wanda and Graces' lives. Even though their aspirations
for a secure life are not excessively unreasonable, they blind them to other
more meaningful aspects of life, such as their husbands' love and
tenderness. Also, their needs eclipse their husbands' needs so that they do
not see marriage as a mutually gratifying union, but an answer to their
prayers.
Ewell explains the disastrous effects that Grace's parents' differing
backgrounds and unhappy marriage have on Grace's own marriage:
Grace's wants have been shaped by her mother's influence. It
is even possible to see the implications of Wanda's maiden
name, Loeser, because it seems to be readily identifiable with
a sense of losing. Her background is not an auspicious one -
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her mother's father was a preacher who beat his sons until
they bled, and her own father was a carpenter of German
extraction. Wanda's dream, the same dream she has for Grace,
is to be able to have those things she had been deprived of by
her own father and husband [with his] ...'coat of arms'... In
Tod, Wanda sees the identical reprehensible qualities that
have caused her husband, Paul, to become a failure.
Unconsciously at first and then consciously, Grace becomes
addicted to Wanda's dream, and the inevitable consequence
will be Grace's rejection of Tod and his imminent downfall
(80).
Dreams etched in stone and lack of understanding between marital partners
are behind the problems that besiege both Paul and Tod's marriage, but
Wanda and Grace's methods of dehumanizing their husbands are intriguing
studies in themselves.
Paul's father actually had to hide in the bathroom to avoid Paul's
mother's belittling harrassment. Wanda follows her mother-in-law's
example, incessantly nagging Paul to succeed monetarily until he retreats
to the basement and spends his days growing flowers. He feels that
flowers are the only thing on earth that responds to his touch. Although
Paul's family background is upperclass, his parents' possess merely the
remnants of their heritage. Inherently, Paul is a weak man as evidence by
the fact that Wanda has to seduce him and that he has to adhere to a
gentleman's code which insists he marry her. Yet, Wanda sees Paul's
genteel conduct and thinks that money comes with it; after she marries
him and finds it does not, she punishes him for her disappointment by
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criticizing and insulting him until he gives up trying to work at all.
Grace's dehumanizing of Tod takes a similar route. Wanda scrimps to
send Grace briefly to a fashionable school, hoping that Grace's association
with wealthy peers will open profitable doors for her. Unfortunately, even
dressed stylishly, Grace's lack of class shines through; Grace has to "let
boys do things to her to get to the places she wanted," to which girls were
merely invited (Hoffman .Q.ID§ 85-85). After Grace's school fiasco, Wanda
tries to make local social contacts for her daughter by going door to door,
introducing her to respected families. During one of these embarrassing
visitations, Grace meets Tod:
Her first impluse had been to comfort him. He looked so hurt,
and she understood hurt....The funny thing was, he was sorry
for her.... She had been miserable in those days, sometimes
almost hysterical. She had needed him just because he was a
man who was nice to her.... Even men who were attracted to
her wouldn't [call]; not the way the town was laughing....
She...wanted her own house, two cars in the garage, ...a
husband who came home at five-thirty every night with money
in his pocket, ...and...children she could bring up to be
conventional. Like her mother, she wanted the security of
normality more than anything else in the world (Hoffman Q.m
82-83).
Tod knows Grace wants these things, and he wants to give them to her but
not with his parents' money. Tod wants to provide for Grace's needs by
earning his own money in his own way.
Unfortunately, Grace is too impatient to give Tod a chance and begs to
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stay in the house Tod's father has built for them. However, her attitude
insults Tod's manhood; finally, he insists that he leave both his job at his
father's bank and their new home. Grace grieves for her house, but
manages to cope bravely until she loses her unborn child. Tod has been
working two jobs to prepare for their expected child, but when Grace falls
while he is away working and, subsequently miscarries, she blames Tod.
She becomes totally disillusioned with life and daily tears apart what
little self-esteem Tod has. However, Tod is not as weak as Grace's father:
he continues to try to comfort Grace and appease her, never retreating
from her wrath permanently. A despairing conversation betwen Tod and
Grace shows his continued efforts at reconciliation:
'It was your fault about the baby,' she said. 'If we hadn't
moved, it never would have happened .. . I'll never forgive you,'
she said quietly.'
'I don't blame you.'
'I'm going to hurt you as much as you've hurt me'
(Hoffman Qgys_ 272-273).
Grace's incessant harassment of Tod does not stop his loving her so
she goes one step further in trying to push him over the edge; she seduces
Tod's close friend Grant Wolfe, which forces Tod beyond even his breaking
point. She tells Tod that she wants to die, and he wants to relieve her
suffering before she degrades herself any further. Ironically, Wolfe
understands Grace's motivations and mistrusts her along with all other
females. While Tod believes that it is "a woman's nature to try to heal all
frictions" (Hoffman Qgys_ 97), Wolfe argues that, "everything was always a
crisis with women" (90). Ewell aptly summarizes Hoffman's overall
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portrayal of the women in�. which Hoffman states directly through
Wolfe's realistic assessments:
To Grant, women are the embodiment of deception.
Involvement with them should be a cautious proposition. He is
fully aware of the irony they pose. While the man seems to be
in command of the woman it is actually he who is under her
complete subjugation. Woman's nature is obviously
ambivalent. She is both the peacemaker and the destroyer as
seen in the characteristics of Martha Young and Wanda Sand.
Grant senses this predisposition in Grace. That is not to say
that he blames women for their inherent nature, but he would
rather not become involved himself... Grace...tries to take
the role of a good wife, but her latent feminine traits, those
same qualities which Wanda has, eventually will destroy her
marital relationship (85).
Thus, Grace's blaming of Tod for her pain makes him feel so
responsible for her suffering that he believes she wants him to kill her:
"Above all acts he hated killing, most, but if that was what she wanted
from him he would do that for her, too. An act of love, he thought, as he...
pulled one trigger, then the other," killing Grant and Grace in the sexual act
(Hoffman� 290). Tod has been so overwrought by guilt that he is sure
he has done the best thing; moreover, he looks forward to being executed
for her murder. Fortunately, Tod's father finally sees him as the delicate,
wounded bird that he is and intervenes on his behalf with enough clever
lawyers to save his life. Because of family turmoil, Tod's mother has been
institutionalized; thus, she is not strong enough to help anyone. Once free
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from prison, Tod tries to take his own life, but, at last, his father exhibits
his love in a personal way that reaches Tod, begging him to, "Stay with me.
..say you'll stay with me... I can't go it alone any longer," to which Tod
affirmatively replies, "Nor can I. I want to stay" (353). Therefore, as
implied by Hoffman in Days in the Yellow Leaf, love is one of the greatest
forces on earth: if given freely as Tod's father eventually does, it heals,
but, if used manipulatively and given conditionally as Grace and Wanda do,
it destroys.
Although Grace and Wanda are two of Hoffman's most intentionally
destructive female characters, William St. George's mother in Mountains is
very similar to them in nature if not in background. Unlike Wanda, Mrs.St.
George is the product of an affluent family; her father had been a lawyer
who provided her with an enviable, coddled life. Also, the St. Georges were
a "gentle, mannered people" whose gracious antebellum home overlooked
the Potomac. Yet, having enjoyed a pleasant youth does not make Mrs.St.
George any more supportive of her husband than are the Sands women of
theirs, and she lacks Wanda and Grace's excuses of always having to
struggle.
When William's father brought his sheltered wife to the mountains,
she refused to share his dream and "changing to a bitter woman, she had
harangued him with hard, venomous words" (Hoffman Mountains 17). She
hates living among mountaineers and passes her superiority complex and
negative attitude onto her son:
She talked to William of how it had been in Virginia, and
he grew up loving that country before he saw it... He wanted
to be a lawyer because his mother told him that's what
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gentlemen were. She was as determined as he that he should go
to college at Charlottesville ....
It was difficult because the father rarely had any cash
money ....William's father wanted him to go to a small Baptist
college which was cheap and closer to home. The mother tore
her dress and cried until the weary man gave in....
When his mother became sick, he [William] had been away
less than a year. Even as she lay on her deathbed she accused
her husband bitterly. The man had ordered her a piano, which
was brought into the valley by wagon and mule ....
In the many months, the piano had been in the house,
William's father had been unable to find anyone to tune it. Now,
from all her disappointments, the woman picked this one to
blame him for. With a last look of fury she died (17-18).
Therefore, as evidenced by this passage in Mountains. Hoffman again shows
the dangers of a woman's holding a man totally responsible for building her
dream life; Hoffman shows equally how demoralizing a discontent,
complaining woman can be to a man who loves her, but cannot please her.
Mrs. St. George, Grace Young, and Wanda Sands are openly vindictive to
men, actually dehumanizing them; Caroline Gainer of A Place creates the
same type of devastation without even trying to hurt anyone. While Mrs.
St. George, Grace, and Wanda win their husbands' devotion, first, by evoking
tenderness or pity, and, later, by using tyranny and guilt, Caroline Gainer
only has to smile. Angus McCloud, the protagonist of A Place says,
"Caroline was the type of woman who could not make a move without men
watching," and she fills Angus with such longing that he "had never been
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able to look at her without feeling sick. He had never been able even to
think of her without feeling sick" (Hoffman A Place 54-55). Nevertheless,
as Angus, the alcoholic, craves liquor, Angus, the man, desires Caroline,
and she, fully aware of his worship of her, exploits him in order to
manipulate her husband by jealousy.
When Caroline's husband George does not pay her enough attention to
satiate her vanity, she flirts with other men, teasing them physically and
emotionally. Although she never consummates her relationships with other
men, she leads them to believe she will. One night at a club dance,
Caroline invites Angus to dance because George is ignoring her. Angus
dissolves into a quivering mass from her contact:
He had forgotten what her touch could do to him. His hands
were perspiring, and his legs felt shaky. He could feel the
gentle pressure of her breasts, the teasing thrust of her
girdled stomach... God, he thought, how you can make a man
want you (Hoffman A Place 55-57).
Ironically, Caroline and Angus are both descendants of old-money Virginia
families, while George is a self-made man. Angus has loved Caroline since
childhood, but she knows intuitively that she needs a strong man, like
George Gaines, to lead her. She toys with other men to keep her ego
inflated, but she always runs back to George. Most men in her town
understand her games, but Angus is too desperate for her and too naive to
believe she is playing with him.
Wanting to enhance his chance of having Caroline, Angus commits
himself to a hospital to dry out from alcohol. Initially, he has no will
power, but a note from Caroline is all the encouragement he needs:
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For a moment he was ridiculously, unreasonably elated... He
had no right to feel this good. She really hadn't said
anything... . 'Why not?' he asked himself. Motivation was the
important thing ... Suppose, just suppose he, Angus Mccloud,
could pull himself together enough to win her. He might just
become a man with a woman like Caroline beside him... Just
this once he would stick his neck out (126).
After Angus' return from the hospital, Caroline continues to play with
him because not only is he powerless to resist her, but also her pretending
to enjoy Angus' company is a cutting insult to her handsome, virile
husband. She writes the rules for their affair, telling Angus when to come
and when to go and what to touch and what not to touch, while he,
intoxicated by her presence, obeys:
'Poor thing,' she said, rubbing her cheek against his. She
pulled his head against her breasts.
He could smell her skin and the horsiness of her clothes.
Her arms were strong. She was half lying on the sofa now.
Gradually he became calmer. He closed his eyes. He felt as if
he had found something that had been missing all his life.
'This is the way it should be,' she whispered, running her
fingers along his neck, 'Why don't you tell me you love me?'
'I love you,' he said, nodding against her (83).
Caroline's performance convinces Angus that at last he has a place to rest
his head, but just when he takes this for granted, she jerks him back to
reality. Then he decides he must prove his worth by being a successful
businessman before she will surrender to him sexually. Angus's first
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attempt at lovemaking leads him to this above conclusion:
Before he could kiss her, ...she stepped back, leaving him
standing there foolishly with his arms out...with one motion,
she had made him aware who was in command... He felt like
a small boy who had been rebuked. .. . He told himself he
should grab her, force himself on her, anything to make her
aware of him as a man (130).
Lacking the courage to force the issue physically, Angus decides to
prove his worth by winning challenging law cases and by speculating on
risky land ventures. Also, he buys a new wardrobe and redecorates his
home to impress Caroline. Enjoying the attention, Caroline continues
playing the role of temptress which in turn feeds Angus' confidence. Ewell
contrasts the actuality of Caroline and Angus' relationship with Angus'
distorted perception of his perfect love:
Caroline represents a vitality and feminine life-force which
Angus needs in order to make his own life successful and
significant. Caroline craves attention in any form from any
male ... . For [Angus] ..., Caroline is the embodiment of the
ideal woman, yet he does not realize that she is no different
from any other female (121-22).
In other words, Angus mistakes Caroline's flirting for real love, and he
plods along thinking that George and Caroline's marriage will soon crumble
and leave Caroline to him. His legal successes increase as his self-esteem
rises, but, unfortunately he attributes all victories to Caroline:
In analyzing what had happened to himself he came to the
conclusion he did not have a lot to do with it really. It was all
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Caroline. Each day he was astounded anew that a woman could
make such a difference in a man's life. What it got down to
was that because of her, because of his ultimately having her,
he was into life up to his ears, into it not meekly nor
apologetically, but with level eyes and standing straight as a
man (Hoffman A Place 360-61 ).
Consequently, when Caroline abandons Angus because she has made
George jealous enough to regain his attention, Angus disintegrates
financially, physically, and spiritually. He fails at all subsequent law
cases, makes poor business decisions, returns to alcoholism, and gives up
trying to find any meaning in life. George explains to Angus that Caroline
has pulled "a school girl's trick...: to punish a boy she likes, a girl will go
out with someone else," and then George sticks the knife in further, saying,
"Just think of the uproar it would have caused if old Angus McCloud had
been able to take George Gainer's wife.Why I would have been laughed out
of the county.... She wanted me to worry and come running" (392).
Caroline explains her return to George more gently, but her polite
words hurt even more than George's cruel cuts:
'I love him,' Caroline said. . . . 'I can't help that, can I?
You can't help who you love. I did my best. I can't help it if I
couldn't love you....
'I didn't want to hurt you. I didn't mean for it to get
mixed up like this. I was lonely. I thought he didn't love me.
Please don't blame me' (395).
Angus does not blame his idol, the beautiful Caroline, but her explanation
neither excuses her deception nor prevents Angus' suffering:
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He lay staring at the ceiling and..., the pain drew up his
knees. With a knuckle at his mouth he thought of the nights
like this one that lay ahead of him. He thought of loneliness
and Caroline. Then he cried out (396).
Caroline's rejection of Angus has returned him to a wailing embryo who
will never be reborn. Angus, like other Hoffman protagonists, is left
spiritually dead because he has loved a manipulative woman, who, like
other Hoffman females, is determined to have a "fairy tale" life (390) at a
man's expense. As A Place for My Head closes, Hoffman leaves Angus
seated alone in his home watching the seasons change, "staring out the
window - rocking, rocking, rocking," (406).
After Days in the Yellow Leaf and A Place for My Head, Hoffman
continues to include destructive females in his casts of characters, but his
protagonists are stronger males, who ultimately have the will-power to
reject these negative forces and rise above them. Also, although equally
bent on destruction, Hoffman's later women of this type, namely Bea
Carson, Lily Lenna, and Renna Skanks of The Land and Kitten of Godfires,
are not as successful controllers as Grace, Wanda, and Caroline because
they are more professional users than women with understandable needs.
Lily and Kitten are prostitutes by profession, but Renna can be given this
label as well for she, too, had traded her sexual favors with numerous
partners for monetary gain.
Of these three women, Lily is the most repulsive because she preys on
helpless people like a vulture on carrion. Furthermore, she does not depend
solely on her feminine charms to entrap but uses physical force to insure a
steady supply of victims. When Claytor Carson gives Vestil Skanks, alias
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Nash Shawnee, money to leave Crowtown and begin a musical career, Lily
steals it from him. Later, Vestil explains to Claytor how he has been
victimized:
'I really meant to leave Crowtown. I bought me some new
clothes and was going to ride the bus to Pikeville and find a
dentist who'd get in my mouth....Trouble is Lily Lena can
smell money on a fellow....
You seen her, I guess. If you passed the hotel, you seen
her in the window waiting like a white spider.' ... Claytor
remembered the woman in the peaked turret whose hair was
so golden and whose skin so leprous she looked like a figure on
a flaming circus poster.
'She's equipped with these feelers she sends out. When a
fellow with money walks the streets in Crowtown, her radar
spots him and she slides these feelers out the hotel
window... into his wallet to count the bills....
Those feelers found me, and she sent that mean nigger
Coon from the hotel. ... He told me Lily Lena wanted to give
me a going-away present. I said no thanks...but. ..he kept
bumping that iron stomach against me until we crossed the
street to the hotel....
When she got hold of me...,it felt like she had fifty
hands unfastening my clothes. I kept trying to rise off those
cold sheets, and she held me and pulled me back. There was
nothing I could do unless I roughed her, and I was thinking of
that mean nigger waiting just outside with his knife.
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[Then] a young girl wearing a red kimono came in. Damn,
they both worked me over and took turns going to my pants for
tooth money. They didn't stop till they held my pants by the
leg and shook them trying to get out more money' (Hoffman
The Land 59-60).
The rape of Vestil's body and dignity so degrades him that he becomes
a male prostitute, not because of desire but because he feels others always
control his destiny anyway so he might as well submit. Vestil's own
mother's scandalous conduct with the football team has already labeled him
a bastard, the son of twenty-eight players and Renna ("an invitation to the
perverse") (75). Thus, having been considered a degenerate from birth, he
decides to live up to his reputation. One day when Renna rides through
town, she hears of Vestil's downfall and asks Claytor, "Are you the one
that's blowing him?...I'm asking about my boy ....I got a right to know
what's happening .... I don't want him hurt like me" (174). However, she
never receives an answer because her pimp tells her they have business
waiting and beats her into submission. Apparently, Renna and her assailant
have an equal partnership of sorts and settle their disputes physically.
However, Renna has always allowed herself to be abused in exchange for
trinkets and entertainment. She excuses her flaws, telling Claytor, "I knew
there had to be another world out there, a beautiful world, and I wanted it"
(172). Justifiably, Claytor does not have much sympathy for Renna because
her intentions have always been self-centered, and it is Claytor's meeting
of her combined with his learning of Lily's abuse to Vestil which convinces
him to take a public stand against this type of female.
Already Claytor has taken a private stand against female
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demoralization by divorcing his wife Bea. During their marriage, she had
been the controller, using lust as bait and alcohol as a catalyst. She had
encouraged him to dress up like a woman so that she could feel like a man
riding him. The obscenity of their relationship had driven him to attempt
suicide, but when he survives this, he decides to cleanse himself alone on a
mountain. Inevitably, Bea arrives at his cabin, confident that she can break
his resolve:"'What say we dress up and play games?' she asked. 'Me Zorro'"
(204). She proceeds to tempt him with seductive lingerie such as he used
to wear and, when he runs for the the door, she tries brute force and
insults. She slaps him in the face and says,"'I know you, Clay. I know what
you want. Like with Wayne Bosco Barefoot. You wanted him as bad as I did,
but you didn't have the nerve without me'"(205).
Claytor refuses to agree with her or to submit to her until her hands
grab his nipples. Then, he weakens and allows her to dress him in a peach
negligee, but, fortunately, he sees himself in a mirror: "Horror at his own
grotesqueness gave way to a choking laughter" (207), and he casts off the
lewd clothes Bea has put on him. Bea is infuriated by his rejection of her
and threatens,"'You'll do what I want or I'll punish!' "(206). She tries to
punch, kick, and whip him, but he continues laughing because he knows he
has faced the enemy and won. He is free of Bea's control; he is a man again.
When Bea calms down, she confesses that recently she has even
frightened herself by almost killing a man in a sexual game; she then begs
Claytor not to blame her and in that instant, he knows that his combined
contact with the sordid Lily, Renna, and Bea have shocked him into being a
responsible man. He tells Bea:
'I blame both of us but me more than you. I'm supposed to be a
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man, and the first duty of a man is to be a man, isn't it?
They're trying to change that, some people are, even me for a
while, but it's true. It's so simple and right. Men have to be
men. If that's lost, there'll be no safe places in the
whirlwind' " (210).
Thus, Claytor is reborn, pure and strong. After this painful encounter,
he is able to put his past behind him: he once again feels love, not only for
Bea but also for Vestil whom he later valiantly saves from Lily and Coon's
exploitation.
Claytor's statement that "Men have to be men [to provide] safe places
in the whirlwind" is a prevalent theme in most of Hoffman's novels.
Hoffman suggests that Tod's failure in� and Angus' in A Place occur
because they allow women to use and abuse them, thereby becoming a
species that is subordinate to real men, men who live strongly and
responsibly. Another illustration of this viewpoint is shown through
Kitten's relationships with Vin Farr and Billy Payne in Godfires. In
personality, Kitten is a cross between Bea and Lily; she enjoys physically
overpowering men as does Bea, yet she does it not for her own sexual
pleasure but for money as does Lily.
Vin seeks Kitten's company after Rhea places a limit on the sexual
games she will play; Rhea is not a prude, but she considers sex a sacred,
private act that belongs in a bedroom, not in front of the windows where
Vin asks her to parade nude. However, Kitten delights in games, some of
which include handcuffs, whips, and razors. Vin wears the mark of Kitten's
brand of sex in his pubic hair above his genitals; here she has crudely
carved with a razor in his flesh: "Pull for Service" (Hoffman Godfires 73).
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Vin's association with Kitten does not enhance his manhood as he thinks it
will; instead she influences him to abuse alcohol and drugs and sends him
home bitten and scarred. Because he submits to her, he degenerates and
weakens until he loses the strength to save himself when Rhea decides to
shock him into manhood and kills him.
In contrast to Vin, Billy is repulsed by Kitten. When he interrogates
her about Vin's death, she handcuffs his wrists and ankles before he knows
what has happened and then rapes him. Kitten tells Billy:
Kitten understands what all you little white mothers' boys
like when they come to her. . . Big little men who own the
money and cars and houses and pale runty little wives who
can't do nothing for them. The wives got ice in their boxes and
need real men to thaw them out, and you bad for not doing that
and come to Kitten to be spanked (330).
Again, Hoffman's issue of what constitutes "real men" is raised by
Kitten's speech. Because Vin comes to Kitten, willingly, asking for
sadistic treatment, Hoffman implies that Vin is flawed and desires
punishment for being less than a man. Conversely, because Billy is
disgusted by Kitten and has to be taken by force, Hoffman implies that
Billy possesses true manliness. For Billy, Kitten serves as a vulgar
contrast to the lady he admires: Rhea. Therefore, through Kitten, as with
his other aforementioned dehumanizing women, Hoffman is pointing out his
recurrent theme: that submission to a manipulative woman is destructive
while rejection of this type of female builds character. Moreover, each of
Hoffman's protagonists tangles with this type of woman, but only those
who conquer them achieve true manhood.
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III
Women: The Aggressive/Assertive Type
Having disected specimens of Hoffman's most destructive females:
the dehumanizing type, it is evident that his protagonists reactions to
them largely determine whether their overall effects are positive or
negative; however, these women all intend harm and, at least at some
point, succeed in causing it. In contrast, Hoffman's women of the
aggressive/assertive type intend to help those men around them, and, in
most instances, they do. Therefore, it can be inferred from reading
Hoffman's novels that Hoffman believes the motivation behind an action
often determines whether its outcome will be good or bad. From Hoffman's
novels herein discussed, several women can be identified by their good
intentions combined with their assertive natures as the aggressive type:
Louise of A Place for My Head;
Sarah MacGlauglin St. George and Flora MacGlauglin of The
Dark Mountains:
Kitt LeJohn, Val, the teacher, and Caroline Gaines/Rosy Mice
of A Walk to the River;
and Rhea of Godfires.
Louise of A Place sincerely desires Angus' companionship unlike
Caroline Gaines who only wants his company in order to use him. Louise,
the new librarian in McCloud, Angus' town, is a thirty year old, severely
dressed, plain-faced, and, most of all, lonely woman who recognizes a
kindred spirit in Angus. She senses his inner sadness and isolation and can
identity with his pain for she, too, has been ostracized and ignored because
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of her unattractiveness. She tells Angus, "I spend a good deal of time
alone.I come home from the library and sit watching the yellow wallpaper.
Yellow is the color of loneliness" (Hoffman A Place 167).
Once Louise recognizes Angus' need for love, she tries to fill that
void. She approaches the situation aggressively, by, first inviting herself
to his home and, then, showing up and offering herself sexually. Angus
pities her but thinks she is beneath him and cannot even enjoy her sexually:
"When it was over he was wet with perspiration and felt guilty" (169).
However, Angus' disinterest does not deter Louise; her aggressive
nature makes her optimistic about their friendship:
'I wasn't very good, was I' she whispered. 'This is only my
second time. I'll learn. The first was when I was sixteen.
What it gets down to is that I needed a man. .. . I'm going to
get an apartment,' she said. 'You can come to see me.' . ..
'I won't cause you any trouble. Just pretend a little and come
to see me once in awhile' (169).
After their first sexual encounter, Louise does what she has promised:
she moves into an apartment and makes a warm nest, hoping Angus will
eventually respond to her overtures. She telephones him, bakes him pies,
and visits him, but her efforts are fruitless. Angus regards her attention
as insulting to a man of his social background and rejects her again and
again until one day she tells him she will not wait forever:
'You should have come to see me. I've fixed up the apartment
and everything. Every night I'd get all cleaned up for you... We
could have just sat together.. . I feel I should tell you it's your
last chance... I won't come back... I have my pride' (362).
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Angus answers Louise's pleas by saying,"l'm sorry I don't love you"
(362); however, when Caroline inevitably rejects Angus, he runs to Louise
for comfort. Louise, being the aggressive and honest woman she is, tells
Angus that she had already given him his last chance, that he had hurt her
"awfully," and that it is too late. Thus, Angus learns a valuable lesson: a
woman worthy of sharing a relationship with will neither use a man nor be
used by him.
Sarah of The Dark Mountains is of the same mindset as Louise. Sarah
believes it is her duty to stand by and protect those she loves but not to be
used by anyone. Therefore, she supports the dual protagionists of
Mountains. namely, her father and her future son-in-law, as well as her
son, but she refuses to be used by her husband. Sarah is so mentally and
physically strong that she does not need a man to build her dream world;
she prefers to plan her own life and help those around her. Some members
of her family thrive under her direction while others shrivel.
After her mother's death, she is one step behind her father, James,
efficiently managing his household so that he could concentrate on
operating MacGlauglin coal mines:
She worked hard. She had to in order to keep house and feed
her father and brothers. She wore a white kerchief wrapped
around her head and always seemed to be rushing about as if
pursued (Hoffman Mountains 21).
In fact, the only time she leaves her father's side is when she
reluctantly joins her husband in Richmond to help him establish a law
practice. William had already tried and failed at several ventures in the
mountains, and, even though Sarah begins to realizes what a lazy weakling
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she had married, she still loves him. When in Richmond she discovers that
William has problems with alcohol and marital fidelity, she returns her
devotion to a man that deserves it: her father. "In the years to come, when
he [James] was bent almost to defeat, the sight of her going patiently
about her work was enough to give him new courage to continue with his
own" (56). Thus, Sarah's aggressive nature is a source of strength for her
father, James; ironically William blames Sarah's strength of will for his
failures.
When Sarah discovers William's infidelity and returns to her father's
home, William's Richmond law practice crumbles. His lust for women and
alcohol undermine his clients' confidence in him, but he wrongfully claims
Sarah's desertion of him causes his downfall. William's failure in his
career and his marriage are greatly deserved, but unlike William, Sarah is
long-suffering and continues for awhile to give him chances to redeem
himself. Initially, Sarah feels William is better than she and that she
must work hard to prove herself "worthy" (173). Her father, on the other
hand, recognizes William's lack of integrity: "He was a dandy who thought
himself better than the MacGlauglins and who flirted with young Sarah as
if she were a barmaid (66). Thus, when the scoundrel returns from
Richmond to the mountains begging Sarsh's forgiveness, but really wanting
her money, James despises William, while Sarah hopes he has changed.
James tries to warn Sarah, but she is blinded by love:
'You're making a grave mistake,' he told Sarah...'His cuffs are
frayed,' she said. 'He's had a difficult time. I want to try.'
James gave in. He could do nothing about the foolishness of a
woman in love, and that Sarah loved her husband was as plain
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to see as the blazing sun coming over the mountain. At her
request, James had the old St.George house repaired...
Although, he would never like William, he could tolerate him
for Sarah's sake (69).
Thus, James gives William a job in the mines, and Sarah takes him
back into her heart. Unfortunately, William's selfishness and weakness
lead him to commit an act for which Sarah can never forgive him.
William's duty in the mines is to operate the switchboard, "the only
contact men deep in the mine had with the outside" (186). A straw bale
catches on fire, and William should have warned the miners inside when he
smelled smoke. Instead, he runs, while many miners, including Sarah's
brother, die in the mine because of William's cowardice. At this point,
Sarah realizes that William cares only for himself, and she refuses to be
used any longer. Graciously, she allows William to stay under her father's
roof, giving him room and board but neither her affection nor her respect.
Being the loser that he is, William accepts her charity, stays drunk, and
blames everyone around him for his self-inflicted misery. Although Sarah
has tried to support her husband, physically and emotionally, her assertive
nature is not enough to save him, but neither is she at fault for his
degenerate conduct, and, at least, she does not allow him to further
humiliate her further.
Because William's lack of fortitude disgusts Sarah, she is determined
to train her own son Jamie to be strong. When Sarah discovers Jamie's
sexual adventures with local girls or sees any other resemblance in him to
his father, she beats him until he bleeds. It is in this mother-son
relationship that Sarah carries her aggression too far; yet, Jamie survives
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her strict rule until he is capable of physically resisting her and becomes a
tough, hard-working man that she admires. Ewell accurately describes the
difficulties and the devotion interwoven in Sarah and Jamie's complex
relationship:
With her son, Jamie, a strong-willed boy like his grandfather
MacGlauglin, she is overbearing in her insistence in purging
from him the St. George traits... 'She wanted to save him. He
had St. George blood. She was certain she saw William in
Jamie's unyieldingness and love of pleasure.. . When she took
the strap to him, she was only trying to make him a man like
her father' (189). What preys upon Sarah's consciousness is
the fear that the cowardice of the St.George straw may come
out in_ Jamie. While she tries to rescue him from that danger,
Jamie reacts as one would expect. He compensates to prove
his courage both to his mother and himself... Jamie's great
assertion of the break from his mother comes before he is
seventeen when he, while training a bird dog, becomes lost in
the woods. His experience in the wilderness, which he
survives by using his wits and natural instincts, is proof
enough to him that he is a true MacGlauglin and can stand
alone to face the world as his grandfather has done (151-152).
Although Sarah is overly harsh in her aggressive behavior toward Jamie,
her good intentions triumph by pushing Jamie to prove his strength of will.
Sarah's aggressiveness also has positive results with Jamie's best
friend, Paul Crittenden, who comes to work with Jamie in the coal mines.
Jamie's sister, Faith, falls in love with Paul, and Sarah, intuitively
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recogonizing Paul's integrity, encourages a union between Paul and her
daughter:
'Paul, you'll find I'm a person who likes to get to the point
quickly ... I've made mistakes with my daughter. I made
them, however, from a wish to help her...
You must understand that if I seem to be meddling, I'm
doing so out of a desire to give her aid. She's in love with you'
(Hoffman Mountains 216).
Sarah reminds Paul that marrying Faith will make him wealthy, but
Paul is insulted by her attempt to "buy" him (217). He plans to settle the
matter immediately by telling Faith that he does not love her, but when he
confesses to Faith his true feelings, she says, " 'Don't leave... You won't
have to marry me. I'll be your mistress... Don't take everything from
me' ... Her suffering hurts him... She was offering herself so completely
that he filled with a great tenderness ... If what he felt wasn't love, it
was indeed very close to it" (218). Hence, once again, Sarah's aggression
and good intentions produce positive results. Ironically, by angering Paul,
Sarah succeeds in making him open his heart to Faith, both the woman and
the virtue. From this point onward, Paul believes in the beauty of life and
works tirelessly to help the MacGlauglins build and preserve the quality of
their lives.
Another female in Mountains rivaling Sarah for aggressiveness, is the
minor character, Flora, the woman who finally tames Jamie. Where Sarah
uses sternness, Flora relies on seduction.While dating, Jamie, Flora teases
him sexually, but when he tries to act on his stirred passion, she slaps
him. Never intending to have a serious relationship, Jamies tries to forget
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Flora, but he wants her so much that she haunts him. He tries to satisfy
his appetite with his favorite whore, but that does not help so he proposes
marriage to Flora, who accepts smugly, saying, "'You held out pretty good"'
(293). Flora sees in Jamie a strong man that she can respect but also a
little boy who needs loving care. When Paul comes to talk to Jamie one
night, Paul sees not only who is boss in the house but also that the person
in charge knows what Jamie needs:
Jamie. . . removed his clothes and hung them neatly on a hook.
Flora walked in to collect them. . . She moved with
volumptous laziness. She had Jamie obeying her like a trained
poodle. Occasionally he looked as if he couldn't understand
what had happened to him. . . Flora was preparing a bed in the
room at Paul's back... [Jamie tells Paul] 'Now get out of here.
In about five minutes I intend to sleep with my wife' (311).
What Sarah could not accomplish with all her beatings, Flora manages with
what Sarah most feared: sexual enticement. Sarah helps to form Jamie
into a tough man, but it is Flora who ends his womanizing and makes him
content.
Compared to Sarah and Flora of Mountains. Hoffman's aggressive
women, Kitt, Val, and Caroline, of A Walk to the River are not as physically
forceful. They do not slap, beat, or frighten men into submission, but they
demand respect for feminity and human relationships and thereby
positively influence one or both of this novel's dual protagionists: Jackson
LeJohn and Paul Elgin. A Walk opens with a statement that characterizes
Jackson after his wife Kitt's death: "I, Jackson LeJohn, a dead man, sat in
the office of my dusty, ageing hardware store and listened to the slow tick
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of an old clock" (Hoffman A Walk 10). However, Jackson has not always
felt this way: when Kitt was alive, he had absorbed her vitality through
osmosis. Jackson had fought in World War I and said he had "seen death and
putrefaction piled high as my gullet. . . I'd been killed, but I'd been
resurrected in my wife Kitt. She'd laid her hands on me and created hope
and soul with life, but when she later dies of cancer, he "died with her"
(27).
Nevertheless, Jackson senses her active guidance even after her
death, particularly in his relationship with their son lnjun. "His small face
was like Kitt's, and.. . It was as if she were there - as if she were
reaching out and touching my arm, urging me to go to lnjun and at least put
my hand on his shoulder, to kneel down maybe, to hug him (186)." Also,
Jackson feels Kitt's disapproving presence when he tries to seduce Val, and
this feeling prevents an affair for which Jackson is not ready. Kitt has
been such a strong force in positively strengthening Jackson's life that her
influence survives her physical death, illustrating the infinite power of
love.
In contrast to Kitt's healing nature is Val's provoking spirit, but
Jackson learns that life can be called forth as well as restored. Long after
Kitt's death, Jackson dates Val, a sassy and strong-willed twenty-four
year old teacher. She tells Jackson, "You don't have to open doors for me,"
but she is also inviting (24). In Jackson's words, " 'She was both athletic
and feminine. She could serve a tennis ball as hard as any man, yet go so
soft she flowed... I had no right to her. I was a dead man who was
wearing his cold bones in the heat of her youth" (24-26). Even though
Jackson feels he does not deserve Val, he continues seeing her and,
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eventually, her aggressive nature succeeds in heating him up.
Because Jackson is so obviously depressed, Val pities him and stands
by him until his spirit revives, doing whatever she can to awaken him. She
takes Paul Elgin's side against Caroline Gaines, pushing Jackson to dig for
facts; she wins lnjun's heart, encouraging Jackson to build a relationship
with him; and, she responds to Jackson physically, making him feel alive
again. When on a jaunt to the river, Val embraces Jackson, and something
stirs inside him. He describes the beginning of his rebirth, saying," I stood
trembling - not with yearning or lust, but with the realization and the fear
that I was very close to life" (87). Although, in time, Val and Jackson go
separate ways, he knows her friendship has nourished him: " 'I told myself I
was lucky. For a few months I'd had something pretty close to the love of a
fine young girl. .. and I still had Kitt. I would always have Kitt.' " (284).
Kitt restores Jackson after his experiencing the horrors of war, and
Val restores Jackson after his loss of Kitt, but Caroline Gaines is the
woman, who pushes Jackson back into active existence. Her case against
Paul Elgin forces Jackson to delve into humanity and become involved with
others' struggles, when he helps Caroline as Kitt and Val have helped him,
he is reborn. During his investigation, Jackson learns that both Caroline
and Paul have sordid sexual pasts, but that both of them have changed their
ways and want to live clean lives. Jackson also learns that no one and
nothing is totally black or white. Caroline does try to seduce Paul, but she
does so because she believes she has to buy his silence about her past, and
while Paul does give into Caroline's temptation momentarily, he pulls away
before making love to her. Moreover, Caroline's apparent scream at the
horror of Paul's rape attempt is really expressing her horror of Paul's
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rejecting her body.
With great insight Ewell, explains how the above realizations
precipitate Jackson's rebirth:
While Jackson determines that Elgin is not totally at fault for
his action, he cannot bring himself to reveal what he knows
about Caroline's early life. Moreover, he decides that his duty
is to the community, the people whom he feels a closeness and
intimacy rather than being bound by intangible principles. If
he must choose between saving the minister or Caroline, he
will sacrifice Elgin. This decision is a definite indication
that Jackson is rising out his static state of spiritual
lethargy and is entering into the mainstream of those
individuals who care about their lives (208).
Jackson's sympathy for both Paul and Caroline stretches his heart and
makes him grow, and his difficult decision to protect Caroline plants him
firmly back among his fellowman. After Paul leaves and Val turns down
his marriage proposal, Jackson opens his arms to his son. He remembers
his recent losses as well as Kitt's death, yet he's glad to acknowledge
sorrow as a sign of life: "I bit down on my sadness. I thought that even
pain had goodness. A dead man couldn't suffer. To grieve, a man had to be
alive and to care about something (Hoffman A Walk 288)."
Analyzing Caroline's effect on Paul Elgin is not as clear as with
Jackson. When Paul's congregation calls for a vote on his dismissal, he
says:
'Don't judge me too hurriedly. Try to remember that I've tried
in this community. If I've fallen short, remember the dilemma
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of being a christian is that our creed asks more than we can
give... Like Sisyphus and his eternal stone, we push against
our vices only to stumble, fall, and be crushed by our
imperfections' (263).
Paul almost convinces his congregation to drop the issue, but Lou
Gaines, Caroline's husband, insists that Paul be dismissed. Again, Paul is
tempted because of passion; his anger almost makes him tell of Caroline's
past, but her sudden appearance in church moves him to compassion:
He saw the truth in the flesh. If he saved himself, or a part of
himself, he would have to ruin other human beings 2
( 72).
Hence, as his pity had once moved him to be kind to a younger
Caroline, known as Rosy Mice, his pity now moves him to sacrifice his job
to save the adult Caroline's dignity. Paul emphathizes with how she has
struggled to pull herself up from Rosy, the teenage town joke, to Caroline,
the devoted wife and mother, and his respect for her aggressive spirit
leads him to kindness. Although Paul loses his job because of Caroline, she
did not want to harm him and he, recognizing this fact, leaves town with
his faith in God, if not in man, in tact. His last comment to Jackson
affirms his determination to persevere:" 'They can't keep a preaching man
down... I can always find a soapbox somewhere. There are dark places and
jungles. I'll know ' "(280); likewise, his parting song reveals both his
sadness and his hope:" "'Protect us, Lord when the bitter winds blow, love
us, Lord, when we suffer here below, extend thy hand, Lord, in the dark of
this night. Lead us, Lord, to the balm of Thy light' "(281 ).
Therefore, though Paul's final words, Hoffman shows that Paul has
suffered at the hands of a woman, but that she has also pushed him into a
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deeper commitment to his faith: a positive effect. Moreover, Kitt, Val, and
Caroline, together, have all pushed Jackson into a similar commitment to
life, which is again a positive outcome caused by aggressive women.
Last, but certainly not least, among Hoffman's variety of aggressive
females is Rhea Farr of Godfires. Seemingly in possession of almost
superhuman strength and purity, Rhea appears larger than life throughout
Godfires. She is simultaneously beautiful yet modest; righteous yet
humble; and independent yet caring. Moreover, Rhea is a murderer and a
savior: her aggression kills her husband, Vin Farr, but it saves her lifelong
friend, Billy Payne. First, she electrocutes Vin trying to cleanse him of his
sins and, then, holds Billy hostage trying to save his soul. While narrating
the account of Rhea's holding him with chains, Billy refers to Rhea as
"Master" which title connotes superpower. Billy's description of her
physical appearance as "Master," further enlarges her image from
superpowerful to almost supernatural:
'I see that terrible blaze in her lavender eyes and become
afraid myself... She burns with Godfire ....
I do not like her eyes. They are fanatical beyond what I
have ever seen before. Lavender flames they are' (376).
Rhea's physical control of two strong men, Vin and Billy, is sufficient
evidence of her aggressive nature, but Godfires contains equal proof of her
good intentions, however misguided, toward both men. Repeatedly Rhea
tells Billy of her love for Vin in passages that express her devotion:
'I believed we would be able to repair our marriage...
thought I could love him so hard he couldn't resist
goodness ..., but I smelled the sickening sweet stink of his
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black slut on him .. . .
He had to feel pain. He needed pain, the sculptor's hand.
Even after all his dissipation his body was strong and required
so much currrent. When he stopped moving, I believed he was
just resting and had found peace. He looked serene...
I almost died too, but his death was his victory, don't you
see, because he was in a state of grace. I gave him an eternity
of life and love with the father' (377-80).
Rhea also explains to Billy that his captivity is merely her way of
insuring that they enjoy a perfect and pure union:
'I have prepared you," she says and smiles."Together we can
live a holy life. One night soon I'll move you to Riverview.
Then we'll be together every day in grace' (381 ).
After considering these passages, it is obvious that Rhea is consumed with
religious fervor, but the motivation of great love behind her actions is just
as apparent.

Consequently, despite her dictatorial control of Billy, he

learns the power of love, and his lessons from Rhea lead him to repair his
broken relationship with his father. In conclusion, what Frank states
regarding Godfires and its theme of love can be broadly applied to the
lesson that most of Hoffman's aggressive women teach his various
protagionists:
In the final analysis, Hoffman seems to say, all we have is
love: the love of a father for a son, of a wife for her husband,
of a friend for a friend, of a son for his father, of a man for
his ideal. When all else is shorn away, stripped from us,
leaving us naked and afraid, the redemptive power of love
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appears, to clothe our nakedness, cover our shame, purge our
guilt (8).
Hoffman's aggressive women embody this kind of love, not the sexual,
seductive type present in his destructive female characters, but love that
affirms life itself and protects the quality of it, especially the quality of
human relationships.
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IV

Women: The Passive Type
After studying Hoffman's destructive/dehumanizing and
aggressive/affirmative female characters, his third recurring type of
woman, the passive/peace-loving females, pales beside his strong types.
Nevetheless, this category warrants a modicum of attention because
Hoffman's passive women further exemplify Hoffman's talent in female
characterization. Hoffman's unassertive women not only function as foils
to his stronger women but also illustrate that force is not always
necessary to accomplish goals with men who are open-minded and
receptive. Hoffman's female characters who can be classified as usually
passive and peace-loving are as follows:
Martha Young of Days in the Yellow Leaf,
Laura Lee of A Place for My Head.
Faith St. George Crittenden of The Dark Mountains. and
Helen Elgin of A Walk to the River.
Overall, with the exception of Faith, these four women do not
drastically alter any of Hoffman's protagionists' lives, but they do provide
insights into the latter's personalities.
Martha Young of� is a traditional southern lady who has been
taught that demonstrative behavior is in poor taste. Grace describes her
as someone who "made a person conscious of his English" (Hoffman �
23) because Martha possesses the inborn refinement that Grace dreams of
having. Their differences not only in background but also in temperament
make them foils. Where Martha is calm, accepting, and peace-loving, Grace
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is overly-excitable, grasping, and desperate enough to use cruelty to get
what she wants.
Consistently, Martha is a kind and loving woman; unfortunately, she
begs and pleads instead of approaching situations forcefully. If she had
told Tod to stand up to his father, he might have developed his own
strength instead of relying on others. Additionally, Will might have seen
Tod as something more than a mama's boy and quit trying to toughen him
had Martha not constantly interfered in their relationship. Again and again,
Martha gives Will advice about Tod, such as, "You've been fair. Now you
have to be generous" (183) and "Ask his forgiveness... you can also beg
him" (184). Understandably, Will and Tod do not become friends until
Martha is forced to leave them alone upon her suffering a mental
breakdown. The failure of her efforts to reconcile Will and Tod destroys
her spirit, sending her to an institution.
As Ewell confirms, Martha's passive nature and attempts to establish
harmony in her home end up damaging herself and others:
Martha is feminine and accepting, a gentle realist...
[who] is quite aware of her role as peacemaker. To be sure, she
fits into Tod's category of those women who spend their lives
putting together what men tear apart... Martha can ask her
husband to pray with her for guidance when he has never
prayed in his life (94).
[Yet], for all her efforts to assuage the rift between her
son and husband, she has failed. Significantly, the only
therapy that she responds to is shock treatment. She must
submit to the proposition that the process of life is one in
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which all the participants are wounded seriously and that
nothing can be done. In an effort to act a mediator, she is
herself dissipated (101 ).
Martha fears family disruptions all her life, but that which frightens
her finally unites Tod and his father. Perhaps, Hoffman is saying through
Martha's failure to help Tod, that peoples' working through painful
situations has the potential for generating more love than hiding from
rough times. Thus, while Martha wants to help Tod, just as Hoffman's
aggressive females want to help those around them, Martha's lack of
forcefulness blights her efforts.
Like Martha, Laura Lee of A Place for My Head is also a southern lady,
but she carries her passivity to an even greater extreme. Angus describes
Laura Lee as something akin to a zombie:
At first sight of her..., she was a nice-looking girl. It
was her passiveness which irritated men. She seemed to have
no life inside. . . Angus had the feeling the whole world could
be falling apart and she would sit smiling with her hands in
her lap...
Now, at thirty-four, she was almost as old as Angus and
obviously destined for spinsterhood. . . They made a good
combination in many ways, since they were both dead and
lonely people whom life was passing by (Hoffman A Place 50).
Although Angus and Laura Lee had dated for years, they had never even
held hands until the night Caroline dances with Angus, inspiring his
aggessiveness. Angus tries to kiss Laura Lee and to "put his hand on her
breast," which actions prompt her to slap him (64). Her resistance
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embarrasses him and makes him feel old; he concluded that, "they were
both dead, and had he succeeded, that too would have been dead - an
obscene mechanical act" (64). Hence, Laura Lee's refusal to get
emotionally or physically involved with Angus damages his already
deflated ego and helps perpetuate his own image of himself as an
automation.
Ironically, Laura Lee is trying to avoid raising Angus' hopes because
she realizes that with the right man she might feel alive, and she knows
that since nothing has ever sparked between her and Angus, their
friendship will never deepen. Near the end of A Place, Laura Lee decides to
marry another man which proves that she had been trying to be honest, not
cruel to Angus when she had refused him physically. Her passivity and
unwillingness to deceive Angus make Laura Lee the obvious foil for
Caroline Gainer who seduces and misleds Angus, causing far more damage
than Laura Lee's truthfulness ever could.
In contrast to Martha of� and Laura Lee of A Place, who do not
significantly affect protagonists, Faith of The Dark Mountains does play a
major role in the life of this novel's dual protagonists, namely, Paul
Crittenden. Perhaps, she is able to reach Paul because her passivity and
exterior calm disguise an inner fortitude she has developed to cope with
pain. Martha and Laura Lee have both been sheltered as favored daughters
of doting parents, while Faith has grown up torn between two bitter,
estranged parents. She has also witnessed her mother's harsh treatment of
her brother and her own husband, who had been forced to give Faith back to
her mother shortly after their wedding. As a result of her own personal
experiences with suffering, Faith withdraws from her family's
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confrontations and fills her days by nurturing wounded animals, with
which she empathizes.
When Faith becomes attached to Paul, she shares her animal sanctuary
with him, and he brings her abandoned baby birds to save from starvation.
Ewell describes Faith's innocence and aversion to pain:
Because of her untutored ways she is unable to comprehend
why violence has to operate in the world. Unable to reconcile
that violence with her own sense of pacifism, she can only ask
[Paul]. 'Why does it have to be that way?' (205) [when a
wasp's killing a grasshopper reduces her to tears] (154).
Gradually, her tenderness win's Paul's love. At first, he feels only
sympathy for Faith but her steadfastness and open expressions of love for
him cause his affecton to change to devotion. She embraces him with
"thin... strong" arms (Hoffman Mountains 205), finds "excuses to come by
[his] office," and reaches "for his hand under the [dinner] table" (208). Her
attention concerns him initially, but when he leaves the mountains to
consider what to do about her attachment to him he says, "All the openness
made him feel exposed" (210). Subconciously, he misses Faith's protective
hovering over him and soon returns to MacGlauglin mountains and her
presence. Faith's mother's attempts to buy Paul for Faith almost ruins
Faith's chances with him forever, but Paul decides that his respect for
Faith's feelings exceed his pride regarding his image. Paul proposes
marriage to Faith, and she joyfully accepts. As the newlywed Paul sleeps
in his bride's arms, she whispers "so softly that he wouldn't have been able
to hear had he been awake":" 'I love you... I'm going to make you love
me' " (244).
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After their honeymoon, Paul and Faith create both a home that
reflects their taste and, more importantly, a child that forges "one more
link" in their union (252). Sarah observes their happiness:
Faith's marriage was a gamble that was working. Faith
herself had gained weight and taken on color. Paul was a good
husband who showed no regrets. They were fitting themselves
to each other (261).
In short, Faith in love and Paul's receptiveness to what life offers
bind them in a vital, workable marriage, one whose quality, is not seen in
the other marriages herein discussed. In these two lovers, Hoffman finally
endows enough sensitivity for them to not only survive each other but also
to flourish and be content. When they are last seen together in the novel,
Paul is standing beside Faith with his arm around her (368).
In addition to Faith's shaping Paul, a protagionist, she is her mother's
foil. Sarah approaches life forcefully, delivering her own son Jamie at
birth, single handedly severing his umbilical cord. In contrast, Faith
cannot save her infant from choking and needs Sarah's assertive action to
rescue him. As Ewell points out regarding Sarah, "True, her actions may
not always be in the correct proportion; however, she does act" ( 155).
Therefore, it is their "modus operandi" that classifies Sarah and Faith as
foils; they both have the best of intentions. Whether Sarah beats Jamie, or
Faith tends to wounded animals, they are both exhibiting concern for their
subjects, trying to make them whole, independent creatures.
Of all of Hoffman's passive women, Faith of Mountains is the most
complex and wise, while Helen of A Walk to the River is the drabbest.
However, her honest simplicity seNes Hoffman's purpose by contrasting
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with Caroline Gaines' false glitter. In the words of narrator-protagonist,
Jackson LeJohn:
"Helen must have been pretty years ago, but she'd become
heavy and rounded with childbearing. She had lifeless brown
hair which would not stay in place... She appeared buffeted
(Hoffman A Walk 21);
While Caroline evokes a sharply different image in Jackson's mind
when he goes to see her:
I felt her in the house - as if the thick walls had absorbed her
and gave out her femininity, like a faint cologne ... I guessed
she was upstairs, in a pink bedroom, among satin and ruffles,
perfume and mirrors. I attempted to imagine her weeping or
even distraught. I couldn't. She was too controlled. She was
silk over marble (17).
In addition to Helen and Caroline's contrasting appearances, their
attitudes toward Paul Elgin, differ as well. During her teenage years,
Caroline desires Paul's attention because he is smooth, but, later, when
she is married to Lou Gaines, and Paul is her minister, she mistrusts him.
As both a young girl and a woman, Caroline flirts with Paul, trying to
seduce him, first, to improve her teen social image and, later, to maintain
her married image. On the other hand, Helen disguises her feminity with
plainness and believes in her husband Paul's goodness. She never wonders
if he has raped Caroline and tries to convince the church members of his
innocence, weeping in sympathy. However, Caroline's manipulation
triumphs over Helen's peacemaking endeavors: Caroline drives Paul out of
town while Helen stands by helplessly watching. Furthermore, Paul senses
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Helen's ineffectiveness, asking her to let him resolve his own problems;
yet Paul begs Caroline to aid him, knowing her words would be believed. In
conclusion, Helen wants to help others, but like Martha and Laura Lee, her
passivity is not respected and allows her to be victimized by stronger
people. Only Faith is truly successful in being both a pacivist and a mover
of men.

--==�
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V
Conclusion
Considered in their totality, Hoffman's women are fascinating
creatures who raise many universally important issues about the power of
love in human relationships. Furthermore, Hoffman illustrates that
male/female relationships are a delicately balanced phenomena that
require sensitivity and a compromising spirit in order for them to survive.
Ew ell states that:
[Hoffman's] method is to present the human predicament in a
realistic manner, offering some kernal of truth or revelation
about the nature of man... As an artist Hoffman is not
detached from his characters, nor is he dispassionate toward
them... ; he shares in their difficulties and moral dilemmas
just as the reader does (1 ).
Thus, Hoffman characters' realism stems from his sharing in their
problems because he, understanding and sympathizing with human nature,
never paints his characters completely black or white.
Even in the worst of his destructive/dehumanizing females, Hoffman
places some slight redeeming characteristic: for example, Caroline Gainer
at least tries to explain to Angus why she is going back to George instead
of openly insulting him and, to underscore her concern, she produces a few
tears. Conversely, Rhea Farr, one of Hoffman's purist women, righteously
concerned for everyone around her, is so narrowminded that she cannot
conceive of her religious fervor being misguided. Moreover, Hoffman's
protagonists are realistic in their blend of virtues and vices: Angus
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McCloud, who tries to present himself as important to his community,
posesses internal humility, saying that he will never be a stander on
mountains like George Gainer. Hence, Hoffman does not use stereotypes as
main characters: his people are alive and struggling in ways with which
all readers can identify.
However, the outcomes of his protagonists' struggles progress from
nearly absolute surrender in his earlier novels to positive affirmation of
life in his later works. Hoffman's Byronic heroes, Tod of� and Angus of
A Place are in states of nearly total desolation and resignation, defeated
by internal demons ' as their novels conclude, but Hoffman's next novel, The
Dark Mountains, ends more optimistically. Dual protagionist, James
MacGlauglin, rests surrounded by his loving family, and although he is
dying, he knows he has lived life to its fullest and is urging those he is
leaving behind to carry on his tradition. Furthermore, Hoffman provides
assurance that James' life work will continue, by leaving the MacGlauglins'
in the cap able, rational hands of Paul Crittenden, the other protagionist.
Following The Dark Mountains, Hoffman's novels continue to express
similar themes of affirmation. Hoffman convincingly shows that despite
life's problems, confusions, and disappointments, which he typically
centers around women, earthly existence is worthy of celebration.
Throughout Hoffman's subsquent works, he consistently places destructive
females as obstacles to his protagonists happiness; yet, increasingly, his
protagonists overcome these hindrances, just as Billy Payne in Godfires
rejects Kitten, and they grow because of having fought against evil and
won. Hoffman, clearly reveals that women are one of the most challenging
factors with which men must universally contend, but that, even if men's
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dre ams of perfect angels do not measure up to their expectations, life can
and should still be meaningful.
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